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Abstract

Industry and academe has not accepted newer design methods (e.g. Design Science), and does not know about them. The methods that industry accepts (e.g. TQM, QFD, Taguchi, and many more) are claimed as "industry best practice", and industry wants academe to accept these methods as the height of knowledge. An explanation for this delay in accepting "foreign" results (in both directions) is needed. The circumstances are very complex and interacting.

Design Science is an ordered, categorized and coordinated set of knowledge about designing (including knowledge about designers) and the objects being designed, a theory. For any use of methods based on Design Science, or any other methods, they must be adapted to problem and situation, to different kinds of product, and the peculiarities of the enterprise.

Engineering designers develop their own methods, usually from explanations and practice. Only when an engineering designer meets a novel problem outside his/her immediate experience are any more formal procedures and methods needed. Such methods must usually be known in advance of the need to use them. There is always a general resistance to change from previous familiar ways.

It is necessary for future engineering designers to learn methodology during their engineering education. German investigations have demonstrated the beneficial results of teaching formal design methodology.

1. Introduction

Designing and design theories, methodologies and methods have been under intensive investigation since about 1960 (compare chapter 3 in ¹). In these investigations, several distinct trends can be found.

One, the artistic trend, claims that designing needs creativity (and only creativity?), that creativity is an inborn trait of particular humans, and that inspiration comes from an unknown source. In this way, the designer is unique, talented and privileged. Designing, in the extreme, cannot be taught or learned. Only a studio-type apprenticeship can reveal this design talent, and the teacher can only offer critical suggestions. Research about designing in this trend is almost non-existent, although a proportion of the current literature subscribes to this trend (e.g. ²). Many experienced designers make this claim, and state categorically that all design methods are useless, are counter-productive, and even destroy creativity. These self-observations need
A second trend, the pragmatic, tries to suggest methodologies based on experience by which creativity and designing can be accomplished or assisted. The models offered are derived from design practice, and give advice about the steps and procedures that can help to accomplish (a) problem solving, and (b) progressive definition of the system to be designed. Even though many of these methodological models have been issued by academics, especially in European countries (e.g. 4,5), they usually have a basis in the industrial experience of the authors. Some methods claim to enhance creativity in a direct way, e.g. brainstorming, Synectics, 3-6-5, etc. 6, but their effectiveness is not certain. Designers and researchers from the first trend claim that such methodologies are "too linear and rigid" and are therefore apparently useless. Nevertheless, they make designing to some extent learnable.

A third trend involves research into engineering design, denying the results of both the first and the second trend. It divides broadly into:

a. observational and protocol studies of designers in action;

b. quasi-mathematical treatments of parts of designing (e.g. 7, claiming to cover the whole of designing); and

c. computer algorithms for analysis and representation, including artificial intelligence applications.

Some of the individual methods have been found useful 8,9, some have been taken over from other applications. In addition, many "industry best practice" methods have been devised and introduced, especially with the backing of commercial interests.

A fourth trend has branched from the second, and has led to a more scientific view of designing. In this trend, the development during the design process of the system to be designed is followed step by step in a logical sequence, and in parallel the processes of designing are coordinated. The scheme culminates in Design Science 1 and its subsidiary publications (e.g. books 3,10--13 and many papers), and tries to include the results of all the other trends. Several papers in these conferences have referred to this theory (e.g. 14--18), the scope of this paper does not allow any closer consideration.

2. Designing: Generalizations

Designing involves some flair, ability, intuition, creativity, spontaneity, serendipity, etc., but also judgment, reflection 19, feel, and experience of individual designers. It is necessarily heuristic 20, iterative, recursive, opportunistic, flexible, and idiosyncratic. Teamwork among designers and other participants plays a large role in the design process. All these human qualities are essential to designing, and the properties and inclinations of human designers need to be investigated. But as individual statements none of them captures the essence of designing. They seem to indicate that designing is exclusively a very personal and human matter. Nevertheless, designing is not isolated, it concerns an activity about an object -- a product -- performed by human designers with their tools (including computers) within an organization.

Rationalization and systematization, and even computerization and computer automation, for at
least of parts of the design process, is possible and desirable. This is valid both in the (formal and informal) procedures of designing and in the progress of the system being designed. Full automation is usually not possible, it would deny the possibilities of innovation. Rationalization and systematization of designing depends partly on the individual class of products. Although many pragmatic and experience-based methods have been proposed and implemented, ideally a consistent and comprehensive theory about engineering design and the systems to be designed is required. Such a theory is delivered by Design Science 1.

The methods have been shown to help with conceptualizing solutions to design problems, by opening the solution spaces, and ensuring a full consideration of all factors. This should lead to optimization of the solution principles, and further improvements in the resulting engineering products. It should also lead to changes in engineering education.

3. Acceptance

Industry has in general not accepted newer design methods (e.g. Design Science), and does not know about them. The methods that industry accepts (e.g. TQM, QFD, Taguchi, and many more) are claimed as "industry best practice", and industry wants academe to accept these methods as the height of knowledge. These questions were raised by Sheldon 21 and Fulcher & Hills 22.

Even academe has generally not accepted the newer design methods. The emphasis in engineering education is still on the engineering sciences. Designing is wrongly seen as a poor relation with no scientific underpinning, and "competitions", "teamwork" and "creativity" are seen as adequate for design education. "Industry best practices" are of little concern, except when individual academic staff become familiar with a method and use it as an additional basis for their design teaching. Some methods are seen as useful when the comfort of academic life is under threat by financial difficulties.

An explanation for this delay in accepting "foreign" results (in both directions) is needed. The circumstances are very complex and interacting.

It is worth pointing out that even the individual "industry best practice" methods are each used in only a small fraction of industry. Some methods fit better with one organization than with another. Each method must be adapted to that organization, usually by members of that organization. Someone (a person) must have "ownership" of the method, and adapting and championing a method is a difficult task for which time is usually not available. Unless a visible success is attained in the first usage, the method is likely to fall into disuse almost immediately. Each such method (like each new product idea) needs a champion who shows enthusiasm and is willing to drive the process towards acceptance.

Champions can most easily be found when economically powerful bodies ask for action, either top-level executives, or selling organizations as with most of the "industry best practice" methods. Other players are not as powerful, their work tends to languish. Is this a reason to distrust the powerful coalitions, and the drive towards internet-based learning?
4. Aspects of learning

Any learning involves a change in the learner. In the early years of life, learning is relatively easy, but still proceeds as occasional and intermittent leaps forward, interspersed with periods of stagnation. Static periods are necessary to consolidate the newest learning, expand its scope, and fit it into the learner's mental structures. This periodic progress may be related to Kolb's learning cycle, and models of problem solving. At times, a mental re-structuring becomes necessary (compare Perry's model), which causes at least some trauma, but also at times the phenomenon of serendipity, inspiration, intuition, the "aha" experience, when the restructuring has been successful. Any learning also includes some losses in previously learned aspects.

All learning includes facts, relationships, but importantly also methods. Facts and relationships (internalized object knowledge) is usually well explained and supported by theories, is more or less recallable, and can be examined by formal techniques. Methods are usually not explained, although there are exceptions. Methods, whether learned formally or "by doing" (from experiencing), become internalized as stereotypes and masters (NOTE: stereotypes are not all bad, most are necessary for life). These stereotypes and masters are then processed in the subconscious mind when the occasion arises, and produce almost instantaneous (but mostly for that person conventional) responses -- labelled instinctive and intuitive. In this state, the person is not aware that he/she is using a specifiable method, and even denies using a method at all. This could explain the first (artistic) trend in design investigations and the claims of experienced designers.

5. Design Science

The usable methods and models have been brought into the framework of a comprehensive theory -- Design Science -- which coordinates designing and the progressive development of the future product with the theory.

The term Design Science is in general mis-understood, falsely interpreted as a meta-science of engineering (which, it is said, cannot possibly be generated), or as unordered conglomerate of all that is known about designing.

In the terminology of this paper, Design Science is an ordered, categorized and coordinated set of knowledge about designing (including knowledge about designers) and the objects being designed. As figure 1 shows, Design Science contains the theories (descriptive knowledge) of technical systems and of design processes, and prescriptive knowledge as advice about designing ("know-how") and objects being designed ("know-what"). A vast array of related knowledge is clustered around Design Science, the interactions are many and varied.

For any use of Design Science, or any other methods (including the "industry best practices") the problem and product must be appropriate. The method must be adapted to problem and situation, adapted to different kinds of product, and the peculiarities of the enterprise. Methods tend to be more useful for clarifying problems and for conceptualizing solution proposals, where active creativity may be essential. For embodying and elaborating, creativity is
less essential, and more experience knowledge is required, although many innovations can be implemented at this level.

Most engineering designers work within a relatively narrow set of design problems (a product family), see 1,10,28. Procedures and typical solutions (organ structures and parts of component structures) are well known, even if they are not spelled out in detail. Only when an engineering designer meets a novel problem outside his/her immediate experience are any more formal procedures and methods needed.

Such methods must usually be known in advance of the need to use them. Learning "on the job" is in any case difficult, unless it is fully supported by top-level management. There is then a pressure of needing a (quick) success, as well as the time pressure to obtain a solution. Usually companies and designers try to implement a complex method all at once, and commonly find that they do not succeed sufficiently well, get discouraged, and then reject all methods. It is far better to implement methods gradually, as successes are achieved, and experience grows.

A good understanding of the method and its underlying theory is important for theory-based
methods. Then the procedure that is prescribed (or rather, recommended) for the method makes more sense, therefore producing less stress, and a better direction towards the goals.

Previously there was a need to define Design Science well enough to provide wide coverage and logic. Only now, with the publication of Design Science \(^1\), has sufficient maturity been reached in the theory that we can be ready to try to re-interpret design methodology for engineering practice. This will still take a certain amount of time, although some parts of the insights are already accepted.

6. Industry Usage

As Kuhn \(^{29,30}\) has pointed out, it takes one to two generations for a major new insight (a change in the disciplinary matrix, a paradigm shift) to be generally accepted. Why should Design Science be accepted any quicker? There is always a general resistance to change from previous familiar ways, especially if the expected leap is large \(^{31,32}\). Even in academe there is a resistance to accept good points from other schools of investigation.

Unfamiliar terminology, outside ones own experience, and use of familiar words in a different context make the transition even more difficult. Add to this the requirement in academe for novelty and originality in ones research and publications, and for peer review (sometimes slanted to accept only what fits into a particular peer group), and the difficulties are even greater.

7. Needs for Education

This points to the conclusion that it is necessary for future engineering designers to learn methodology during their engineering education. Then the methods are familiar enough to apply, even if there is resistance from a supervisor. German investigations have demonstrated the beneficial results of teaching formal design methodology \(^{33,34,35,36}\). These results have become available after 25 years of teaching methodologies, and some of the graduates (with early versions of these methodologies) advancing in industry as leading engineering designers.

8. Closure

Academe should lead the renewal of designing as a discipline, by introducing formal design methodologies, preferably based on Design Science. The results, in the form of better products, will not become visible for many years. Hopes of having design methodologies introduced into engineering practice are slender, their introduction depends on knowledge and power, both of which may not be available.
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